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We have measured positive fragment ions produced in collisions of 2 MeV Siq1 (q50, 1, 2, 4! projectiles
with a C60 molecular target. The measurement was performed with a time-of-flight coincidence method be-
tween fragment ions and charge-selected outgoing projectiles. For all the charge-changing collisions investi-
gated here, the mass distribution of small fragment ions Cn

1 (n51 –12) can be approximated fairly well by a
power-law form ofn2l as a function of the cluster sizen. The powerl derived from each mass distribution
is found to change strongly according to different charge-changing collisions. As a remarkable experimental
finding, the values ofl(loss) in electron loss collisions are almost the same for the same final charge statesk
irrespective of the initial chargeq, exhibiting a nearly perfect linear relationship withk. We also performed
calculations of the projectile ionization on the basis of the semiclassical approximation and obtained inelastic
energy deposition for individual collision processes. The estimated energy deposition is found to have a simple
correlation with the experimentally determined values ofl(loss).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.032702 PACS number~s!: 34.70.1e, 61.48.1c

I. INTRODUCTION

Fragmentation of a free C60 molecule resulting from in-
teractions with photons or energetic charged particles is a
fundamental manifestation of inelastic collisions involving
cluster particles. Since the C60 molecule with the spherical
radius of;6.6 a.u. may be regarded as an extremely thin
film target, investigation of the collision-induced fragmenta-
tion process is important to understand the energy transfer
mechanism relevant to intermediate matter lying between at-
oms and solids, for which the information is largely lacking
@1#. It is now widely recognized@2–10# that C60 fragmenta-
tion may be characterized by two types of decay scheme: C2
evaporation and multifragmentation. In the former scheme,
intact ionized parent ions and their fullerenelike daughter
ions C6022m

r 1 (m>0) are produced dominantly, while in
the latter scheme, small-size clusters Cn

1 (n>1) are the
main products arising from catastrophic disintegration of
molecules. From a phenomenological viewpoint, it seems
that the multifragmentation becomes dominant with increas-
ing impact energy, incident charge and atomic number of
collision partners@2–19#. This means that the decay scheme
is essentially governed by the amount of internal energy of
C60 deposited in collisions. A helpful example to understand
this situation is the work of multiphoton laser absorption
experiments@20–22#, demonstrating clearly that the decay
scheme changes from evaporation to multifragmentation
with increasing laser intensity. Theoretically, the maximum
entropy calculations made by Campbellet al. @23# indicate
that the onset of multifragmentation occurs at an internal
energy of about 85 eV and pure multifragmentation occurs
beyond 200 eV. There is a transition region between these
two energies where both mechanisms coexist.

In collisions with energetic ions, a large enough energy

deposition leading to C60 multifragmentation is likely pos-
sible only in close cage-penetrating collisions of both slow
@3–8# and fast projectile ions@9,14–19#. In such collisions,
particularly of fast heavy ions, the intensity distribution of
Cn

1 exhibits usually a power-law form ofn2l as a function
of the cluster sizen @9,14–17#. This power-law distribution
was systematically investigated by us@17# for various pro-
jectiles ions~H–Au! and was successively interpreted from
the projectile energy loss concept. To date, however, direct
measurements of the projectile energy loss in collisions with
C60 are sparse and limited to slow velocity ions@6,7,24,25#.
Among them, Martinet al. @6# measured the energy loss in
electron capture collisions of Ar81 ions (v50.24 a.u.), and
showed that the lightest fragment ions such as C1 and C2

1

are preferentially produced in cage-penetrating collisions ac-
companying a considerably large energy loss of about 300
eV. On the other hand, Larssonet al. @25# reported that the
projectile energy loss in two-electron capture collisions of
100 keV Ar31 is larger than that in single-capture collisions.
They attributed this difference to the shrinking of the capture
radius with increasing number of captured electrons, mean-
ing closer collisions of the double-capture process. These
energy loss experiments suggests directly that the distance
between collision partners is the key parameter which deter-
mines the amount of energy depositionE. Consequently, the
intensity distribution of small fragment ions Cn

1 would be
different for different collision processes, sinceE may also
be different for individual collisions. Indeed, we found the
degree of C60 multifragmentation to change drastically for
individual charge-changing processes of fast Li projectiles
@18,19#.

In the present work, we extended measurements to Siq1

projectile ions, for which the power-law behavior is expected
to appear more clearly@17#. The values of the powerl were
obtained for 14 different electron loss and capture collisions.
Since the electron loss is the projectile ionization by a target*Electronic address: itoh@nucleng.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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particle, we performed calculations of the impact-parameter-
dependent electron loss probabilities using a table available
in the literature@26#. With these probabilities and an avail-
able energy loss function@27,28#, we estimated the amount
of electronic energy deposition for individual loss collisions.
It will be shown that the experimentally determined powerl
is strongly correlated with the calculated energy deposition,
indicating a possible approach to derive information about
the energy transfer mechanism in fast-ion–C60 collisions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus and the experimental method are the same
as described in detail elsewhere@18,19#, and only a brief
outline is given here. A beam of 2 MeV Siq1 (q51, 2 and
4! ions with velocity v51.69 a.u. was extracted from an
1.7-MV tandem Cockcroft-Walton accelerator of Kyoto Uni-
versity. The beam was charge purified in a charge-selection
chamber, consisting of four electrostatic deflectors, by re-
moving impurity ions of undesirable charge states formed in
the beam line. A neutral atomic beam of Si0 was also used as
a projectile. In this case the neutral particles were selected
out of a Si1 primary beam with a conventional permanent
magnet. The charge-purified beam was then incident on a gas
phase C60 target in a crossed beam collision chamber. The
C60 target was produced by heating 99.9%-pure C60 powder
at 465 °C in a temperature controlled quartz oven located at
the base of the collision chamber. Through a hole~2 mm in
diameter! opened at the top of the oven, the C60 molecular
beam was introduced upward into a collision region. After
collisions with the C60 target, outgoing projectiles were
charge separated by a magnet and detected by a movable
solid-state detector~SSD!. Mass-to-charge analysis of frag-
ment ions was made with a Wiley-McLaren type time-of-
flight ~TOF! spectrometer in conjunction with a two-stage
multichannel plate detector. The extraction field used for the
fragment ions was 375 V/cm. The base pressure in the beam-
line and the collision chamber was below 331027 Torr dur-
ing the experiment.

TOF spectra of the fragment ions were measured in coin-
cidence with outgoing charge states of silicon projectiles.
Combinations between initial and final charge states (q;k)
investigated in the present work are~0; 1–3!, ~1; 2–5!, ~2;
0,1,3,4!, and~4; 2,3,5!. For other combinations, particularly
for non-charge-changing collisions (k5q), it was often dif-
ficult to obtain reliable data with good counting statistics.
Data acquisition was made with a fast multichannel scaler
~FMCS, LN-6500, Labo.! with highest time resolution of 1
ns, enabling us to detect plural fragment ions produced in a
single-collision event. In the present experiment the FMCS
was operated with a time resolution of 8 ns/channel. The
experimental error, arising mainly from counting statistics,
was about 10%–20%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Mass distribution of fragment ions

We have measured 14 different TOF spectra of fragment
ions for various combinations of initial and final charge

states of 2 MeV Siq1 projectiles. Some examples of TOF
spectra are shown in Fig. 1, where the peak height of the
most intensive peak in each spectrum is normalized to 100.
Note that, in the spectra for 2→0 and 4→3, undesirable
lines arising from residual gases of H2O, N2, and O2 are not
shown to avoid confusion. The mass-to-charge distribution
of fragment ions is composed of two parts corresponding to
the fragmentation part (Cn

1, n51 –12) and the ionization
part (C6022m

r 1, m>0, r 51 –4) including fullerenelike
daughter ions produced via C2 evaporation@4–9#. The rela-
tive intensity between these two parts was found to change
significantly for different charge-changing collisions.
Namely, the fragmentation part was always observed in all
the q→k processes, while the ionization part was observed
only for some limited cases. Another characteristic extracted
from the TOF spectra is that the relative intensity among
intact parent ions C60

r 1 differs also for differentq→k cap-
ture collisions. That is, in two-electron capture collisions,
enhancement of highly ionized parent ions (r 53 and 4! is
observed strongly in comparison with one-capture collisions.
It is noted that the singly charged C60

1 ion was completely

FIG. 1. Time-of-flight mass spectra obtained inq→k charge-
changing collisions of 2 MeV Siq1 with a C60 target.
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absent in two-electron capture collisions (2→0 and 4→2).
This ensures single-collision conditions of our experiment
and, moreover, indicates that the slow C60

21 ions extracted
from the collision region do not undergo electron capture
collisions during flight in the TOF spectrometer.

We define here the ‘‘degree of multifragmentation’’ as the
ratio between the total intensityYt of all Cn

1 ions (n512)
observed in the fragmentation part and that of all ions in the
whole spectrum. Results are depicted in Fig. 2 as a function
of charge difference (k2q), showing that the multifragmen-
tation is predominant particularly in electron loss collisions.
It is also indicated that the multifragmentation becomes more
significant with increasing charge differenceuk2qu both in
loss and capture collisions. This feature is, on the other hand,
typically observed in capture collisions of highly charged
slow ions@3,8#. As a surprising result, it should be noted that
the degree of multifragmentation is nearly 100% even for the
one-electron loss collision 4→5, as can be also seen in Fig.
1. All these results imply evidently that the electron loss is a
much more violent collision compared to the capture pro-
cess. Such a violent collision is supposed to occur at small
impact parameters with accompanying a large amount of en-
ergy deposition into a C60 molecule as is discussed below.

Peak intensities of small fragment ions Cn
1 (n51 –12)

are plotted in relative scale in Fig. 3. Except for even-odd
oscillations, the intensity decreases rather monotonically as a
function of n, as observed similarly in other fast heavy-ion
collisions @9,14,16,17#. Obviously, the rate of intensity de-
crease is considerably larger in electron loss collisions~open
symbols! than in capture collisions~solid symbols!, implying
again that the electron loss collisions are more violent than

the capture processes. Assuming a power-law form ofn2l

for the intensity distribution, we obtained the values ofl for
all the presentq→k collisions. The results are shown in Fig.
4, where the abscissa is the peak intensityY1 of C1 divided
by the total intensityYt in the fragmentation part. The dashed
curve represents theoretical values ofY1 (51) divided by
(1122l132l1•••)21. It can be seen obviously that the
theoretical curve reproduces all the experimental data almost
perfectly, implying good accuracy of the power-law approxi-
mation to express the present Cn

1 intensity distribution.
Figure 5 showsl as a function of the projectile incident

chargeq. One can see clearly that theq dependence is com-
pletely different for loss and capture collisions. In loss colli-
sions the powerl increases rapidly with increasingq and
becomes larger as the number of lost electrons increases. On
the contrary, no such trends are observed in capture colli-
sions, and values ofl are small and remain nearly constant
irrespective of differentq. For loss collisions, one can notice
~see also Fig. 4! that the values ofl are nearly the same
when the final charge states are the same. This surprising
characteristic is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6 by plottingl
as a function ofk. At k55, for instance, nearly the same
value of about 2 is obtained for one-electron loss collisions

FIG. 2. Degree of multifragmentation~see text! as a function of
the charge differencek2q before and after collisions.

FIG. 3. Relative intensity of Cn
1 fragment ions as a function of

the cluster sizen. The intensities of C1 are taken to be unity.
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(4→5) and four-electron loss collisions (1→5). Similarly,
at k53 a constant value of about 1.3 is obtained for three
incident charges (q50,1,2). This result implies that the final
charge plays the key role in determining the final mass dis-
tribution of fragment ions in electron loss collisions. It indi-
cates convincingly that a target C60 may receive an equiva-
lent amount of energy depositionE irrespective of the
number of lost electrons when the projectile final charge is
the same. In other words, the loss collisions of the samek
seem to take place at equivalent impact parameters. More
detailed analysis is given in the following section.

One more striking characteristic derived from Fig. 6 is a
linear relationship betweenl(loss) andk as shown by a
dotted straight line to guide the eye. All the experimental
values ofl for loss collisions lie excellently well on this line
within their experimental errors. On the other hand, there
seems to be no such trend for capture collisions, although a
slight increase is seen for the incident beam ofq54.

B. Inelastic energy deposition

It is stressed again that the mass distribution of Cn
1 ions

carries certainly information about the inelastic energy depo-
sition into a C60 molecule. Hence, various characteristics of
l described above may apply also for the amount of energy
deposition. A particularly indicative experimental finding is
that the l ’s or the amount of energy deposition in other
words, are different from one another in different charge-
changing collisions. Therefore, it might be possible to de-
duce the energy depositionE for individual collision pro-
cesses. Since no rigorous calculation of this kind has ever
been done before, we attempted calculations ofE in the fol-
lowing two ways.

As the simplest method of estimation@17,19,29#, we used
the TRIM code @30# to obtain an electronic stopping cross
sectionS1 (51.76310213 @eVcm2#) for a collision system
of 2 MeV Si1C. The corresponding value for nuclear stop-
ping is only 4.85310215 @eVcm2# and is ignored in the fol-
lowing discussion. The energy depositionEqk

trim per C60 mol-
ecule forq→k collision may be obtained byEqk

TRIM5Zqk
2 S1

360/pa25Zqk
2 32744 @eV#, with the molecular radiusa

56.6 a.u. Here, the effect of different charge states in indi-
vidual collisions is taken into consideration as the square of
Zqk , the mean charge in theq→k collision. The mean

FIG. 4. The powerl as a function of the intensity ratioY1 /Yt

between C1 and total sum of Cn
1(n51 –12). Theoretical values

are drawn by a dashed line.

FIG. 5. The powerl as a function of the incident chargeq.

FIG. 6. The powerl as a function of the final chargek. Two
lines are drawn to guide the eye. Note a linear relationship for loss
collisions.
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chargeZqk was simply taken as an average value between
the initial and final effective charges obtained, respectively,
by the hydrogenic formulaniA2I ( i ) for the charge statei
5q21 andk21, whereni and I ( i ) are the principal quan-
tum number and the ionization potential~a.u.! of Sii 1 @33#.
In actual calculations, we employed the relative mean values
with respect to 3.51 which is the mean charge of Si used in
the TRIM code determined byAS1(Si)/S1(H) at the present
velocity of 1.69 a.u.@30#. For instance,Z45 is calculated to
(5.4717.0)/3.51/251.78, giving rise to an energy deposition
of E45

TRIM58658 eV.
In this calculation, however, the charge-changing collision

is characterized only by the initial and final charge states,
and consequently, there is no distinction between electron
loss and capture collisions if the (q,k) combination is the
same, e.g.,E24

TRIM5E42
TRIM . However, the experimental re-

sults of l show clear differences between loss and capture
collisions, indicating that the effective collision distance or
the impact parameter between collision partners within
which theq→k collision occurs most likely should be taken
into consideration. This is achieved in our second method of
calculations described in the following.

The stopping cross sectionS1(qk) for a q→k collision
can be expressed by the following formula if the impact-
parameter-dependent stopping functionQqk(b) is known for
the q→k collision:

S1~qk!52pE
0

`

bQqk~b!db. ~1!

To our best knowledge, however, there is no previous work
referring to such specificQqk(b). Schiwietz and co-workers
have formulated the impact-parameter-dependent stopping

function Q(b) for fast heavy projectiles@27,28#. We used
their program codeCASP for the collision system of 2 MeV
Si1C. The total electronic stopping cross section calculated
by Eq. ~1! with this Q(b) was normalized to theTRIM value
of S1 given above. UsingQ(b) and the probabilitypqk(b)
for theq→k charge-changing collision atb, the desired stop-
ping functionQqk(b) may be approximated bypqk(b)Q(b).
However, this formula implies that the corresponding energy
depositionEqk as well asS1(qk) would become a small
value if the probabilitypqk is small, leading to an unrealistic
conclusion. For instance,E15 in a four-electron loss collision
would become a negligibly small value compared toE12 in a
one-electron loss collision, since the corresponding prob-
abilities are supposed to be largely different. Actually, this
difference was found, in our following calculations, to be
more than two orders of magnitude. Such a conclusion con-
tradicts what is expected from our mass distribution as de-
scribed in Sec. III A. Hence, for all theq→k collisions the
probability functionpqk(b) must be normalized to an appro-
priate constant value in such a way like

2pE
0

`

bpqk~b!db5C a.u.. ~2!

Integration of the real probability gives, of course, aq→k
charge-changing cross section which in turn connects di-
rectly with the experimental yield of fragment ions.

In this way, the energy deposition in theq→k charge-
changing collision of both electron capture and loss can be
evaluated by the formula

S1~qk!52pE
0

`

bpqk~b!Q~b!db ~3!

FIG. 7. Normalized probability functionpqk for loss collisions
as a function of the impact parameter~atomic units!. Q(b) is the
electronic stopping function@26,27#.

FIG. 8. Calculated energy depositionEqk for q→k loss colli-
sions as a function of the experimentally determined powerl. The
dashed line is the fitting result;E(l)530 exp(2.6l).
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provided that the probability functionpqk(b) is known.
Compared to electron capture collisions, the electron loss
process is essentially simple, because it is the projectile ion-
ization by a target particle in the projectile rest frame. Since
rigorous theoretical calculations on capture and loss colli-
sions are out of the scope of the present work, we treat only
the electron loss processes in the following.

Hansteen et al. tabulated impact-parameter-dependent
ionization probabilities forK-, L-, andM-shell electrons by
fast bare projectile ions@26#. Following these well-known
semiclassical approximation~SCA! calculations, we first ob-
tained ionization probabilities ofs andp electrons in bothM
and L shells of a Siq1 ion. The calculation was made for a
projectile ion with chargezp51 at velocity of 1.69 a.u. This
is due to the fact that the probability is scaled only byzp

2

@26#, and consequently, the value ofzp plays no role accord-
ing to Eq. ~2!. Next, we deduced the average single-
ionization probabilities for theM shell (pm) andL shell (pl),
respectively, by taking account of the number ofs and p
electrons in each shell. The binding energies of thenl shells
of Siq1 are taken from@31#. Finally, the multiple-ionization
probability pqk(b) for Siq1 is calculated using the indepen-
dent electron model@32# as

pqk~b!5(
i 50

FM

i GFL

j Gpm
i ~12pm!M2 i pl

j~12pl !
L2 j ,

i 1 j 5k2q. ~4!

Here, @ r
N# is the binomial coefficient, andM and L are the

number of electrons inM and L shells, respectively—e.g.,
M51 andL58 for Si31.

Some examples of the calculated results are shown in Fig.
7 together with the stopping functionQ(b) @27,28#. Note
that all thesepqk functions are the normalized functions ac-
cording to Eq~2!; in this figure we tookC51. One can
immediately notice the relative importance betweenM- and
L-shell contributions in variousq→k ionizations. As the
simplest cases, the single ionizationp01 of a neutral Si atom
is found to take place in a wide range ofb and is dominated
by M-shell ionization, while the singleL-shell ionizationp45
of Si41 is restricted to a smallb range below 1 a.u. It should
be pointed out that the four-electron ionizationp15 of Si1

reveals a similar form as the single ionization of Si41 and is
also restricted tob,1 a.u., indicating that a large amount of
inelastic energy may be deposited as expected from our ex-
perimental results ofl.

Finally, the energy depositionEqk per C60 molecule is
obtained by the same formula as the first method,Eqk

5Zqk
2 S1(qk)360/pa2. As for the normalization factorC,

which is an arbitrary value in our calculations, we simply
normalized the value ofE45(C51) to E45

TRIM , giving rise to
C.10. It is interesting to note that this value ofC gives an
effective collision radius ofr 51.8 a.u. from a relationC
5pr 2, which is nearly the same order of the radius of a
carbon atom@34#. Calculated results ofEqk are shown in Fig.
8 as a function ofl(qk) measured experimentally. It appears
that the energy depositionEqk spreads from 100 eV to 9 keV

according to various electron loss collisions. Above all, one
can see a remarkably simple relationship betweenEqk and
l(qk), for which we obtainedE @eV#530 exp(2.6l),
shown by the dashed line in the figure. This astonishing find-
ing may be regarded as sheer evidence of our basic idea of
the possibility of deducing the energy deposition from the
Cn

1 mass distribution pattern. Note, however, that the abso-
lute values are uncertain due to an unknown factorC appear-
ing in our calculations.

As the electron loss is the projectile ionization, the energy
deposition calculated above is supposed to have some simple
relationship with the ionization potential of projectile ions.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 9, where the values ofEqk are
plotted as a function of the minimum ionization energyI qk in
q→k capture collisions. The quantityI qk is the minimum
energy necessary to produce the charge statek from the ini-
tial chargeq, given by the sum of ionization potentials, i.e.,
I 015I (0), I 145I (1)1I (2)1I (3), and so on.Obviously, the
data ofEqk can be well reproduced by a straight line of the
relationshipEqk511.6I qk

1.2, implying that the powerl(qk)
for loss collisions can also be related toI qk as I @eV#
52.2 exp(2.17l), using the formula derived forEqk .

The fact of this simple correlation betweenEqk and I qk
may be a certain justification of the present estimation
method of the energy deposition in loss collisions. Thus, it is
plausible to estimateEqk for capture collisions, too, using the
above formula and experimentall(cap) values. The evalu-
ated value ofEqk is in turn expected to provide information
about the capture radiusbc for the q→k collision if a step
function form is assumed for the probability functionpqk(b).
Here, the electron capture probability is assumed to be con-
stant atb<bc and zero outside. The capture radiibc(qk) ~in
atomic units! obtained in this way are 3.8 (2→0), 5.2(2
→1), 9.2(4→2), and 8.3(4→3), respectively. Although

FIG. 9. Energy depositionEqk as a function of the minimum
ionization energyI qk required to produceq→k charge state. The
dashed line is the fitting result;E511.6I 1.2.
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these values might contain uncertainties arising from a step
function assumption, it shows clearly a general trend that the
highly charged Si41 ions can capture electrons at largerb
than the Si21 ions. It also shows that the capture by Si21

takes place inside a C60 molecule, while it does outside for
Si41 ions. This outside capture by highly charged ions is, in
turn, very typical in slow HCI experiments@3,6–8,15#. Also,
it is pointed out that the radius for double-electron capture by
Si21 is smaller than that of single-electron capture,bc(20)
,bc(21). This result is consistent with the previous work
done by Lersenet al. for 100 keV Ar31 @12#. On the con-
trary, the relationship is just the opposite@bc(42).bc(43)#
for Si41 ions, implying a more distant collision for double
electron capture events. Correspondingly, the calculated en-
ergy deposition is 171 and 288 eV for 4→2 and 4→3, re-
spectively. It seems to mean that the double capture by Si41

is more favorable at the present projectile velocity compared
to the single-capture event.

It is also found that electron capture by Si21,41 ions oc-
curs in far more distant collisions than most loss collisions
~see Fig. 7! and accompanies smaller amounts of energy
deposition. For instance, we obtained surprisingly different
energy depositions for 4→3(288 eV) and 4
→5(8.66 keV) collisions, despite a similar magnitude of
mean chargesZ4k in both processes. This can be attributed
mainly to the largely different effective collision distances of
these two collisions; i.e., the effective distance for 4→5 is
smaller than 1 a.u. as shown in Fig. 7, while it is 8.3 a.u. for
4→3. This feature has, however, been already indicated in
the l values depicted in Figs. 4–6. Thus, we conclude that
the powerl carries certain information about inelastic en-
ergy deposition and this information is successfully derived
from the impact-parameter analysis method.

Finally, we discuss briefly the internal excitation and the
multiple ionization of C60 using the electronic energy depo-
sition Eqk described above. Since the energy deposition is
spent for target excitation and ionization, it may be possible
to estimate the internal excitation energy («e) and the ion-
ization energy (« I) provided that the corresponding partition
rates are known. Unfortunately, there are no such data avail-
able for the C60 molecule and, consequently, only rough es-
timations are possible at the present stage. As outlined in our
previous paper@17#, the partition rates may be estimated to
be 0.2~excitation! and 0.8~ionization!, which are the theo-
retical values obtained for a H1H2O collision system at a
hydrogen velocity of 1.69 a.u.@35#. If we employ these par-
tition rates, the corresponding inelastic energies can be cal-
culated for individual charge-changing collisions. For in-
stance, the energy deposition ofEqk51;9 keV gives«e
5200–1800 eV and« I5800–7200 eV. Obviously, the in-
ternal excitation energy is large enough to induce complete
disintegration of C60 via vibrational excitation as expected
from theoretical predictions@23#. Actually, the mass distribu-
tions in such largeEqk collisions are dominated by only
smaller fragment ions as can be seen in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
the internal energy per carbon atom is estimated to be in the
range from a few eV to 30 eV, obtained simply by«e/60.
Consequently, it is expected that the kinetic energy of frag-

ment ions, e.g., C1, is of the order of several eV by taking
account of the cohesive energy@36# and the ionization po-
tential of the C atom. It is noted that the kinetic energy
estimated in this way is in fairly good agreement with ex-
perimental values measured for 2-MeV Si41 ions @37#. As
for the ionization energy, ejected electrons are supposed to
carry away about 75% of« I as their kinetic energies@38#.
Hence, the degree of multiple ionization may be determined
from the rest of the energy by solving the equation« I
30.255I 11I 21•••1I m , with the i th ionization potential
of C60, I i53.7713.82i @39#. If the linear relationship be-
tweenI i andi is assumed also for highi values, the degree of
ionization is estimated to bem591 to 291 for « I
50.8–7.2 keV. Namely, it implies that about half of the 60
carbon atoms in a C60 molecule may be ionized in largeEqk
collisions such as one-electron loss collision of 2 MeV Si41

ions. Such highly ionized parent ions may also decay imme-
diately into small fragment ions via Coulomb explosion as
typically observed in slow HCI collisions@40#. Note that the
experimentally observed highest charge state of parent ions
is 91 @41#.

On the contrary, for collisions accompanying smaller en-
ergy deposition (Eqk,1 keV), simple estimations given
above may fail gradually with decreasingEqk , because both
«e and the multiple ionization become small. In fact, for 0
→1 collisions (E015126 eV), the internal energy is only 25
eV and the maximum degree of ionization is 2–31. These
values seem to be too low to induce multifragmentation,
which is, however, observed experimentally. Apparently, it
seems to imply that either the partition rate~0.2! or the total
energy depositionEqk itself is too small. As for the latter
case, we suppose that molecular or neighboring effects may
play an important role in collisions with C60. If an incident
ion interacts with more than one carbon atom, the total elec-
tronic deposition may become larger than the present esti-
mated values which are obtained by assuming a simple ad-
ditive rule (60/pa2), ignoring any molecular effects.

In conclusion, more systematic experimental and theoret-
ical data will be needed to obtain more reliable energies of
«e and « I . In particular, measurements of the number of
emitted electrons as well as the electron energy distribution
are important to determine directly the degree of multiple
ionization in fast ion collisions.

IV. SUMMARY

We have studied the C60 multifragmentation process in-
duced by charge-changing collisions of 2-MeV Si0 –41 ions.
It is found that the multifragmentation is the predominant
decay process in multiple electron loss collisions. Surpris-
ingly, this is also the case even for the one-electron loss
collisions of Si41, indicating clearly that such a projectile
ionization is induced only in very small impact-parameter
collisions with probably a single carbon atom in C60.

The mass distribution of small-size Cn
1 ions is found to

be well approximated by a power-law form ofn2l as ob-
served commonly in previous similar experiments@9,14–
17#. We obtained the values of powerl for individual charge
changing collisions and examined them in detail. In particu-
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lar, l(loss) is found to have some remarkable dependences
on the projectile final chargek. First, the values of the
l(loss) are nearly the same for the samek, l(qk)
.l(q8k), independently of the initial charge. Second, there
is an excellent linear relationship betweenl(loss) andk as
shown in Fig. 6.

Projectile ionization probabilities have been calculated
with the aid of the available table of SCA calculations@26#.
Combining these probabilities with the electronic stopping
cross sections calculated with the program codesTRIM @30#
andCASP @27,28#, we deduced the amount of energy deposi-
tion Eqk for individual electron loss collisions. Although the
absolute values might be uncertain due to an arbitrary nor-
malization factor used in our calculations, the estimated val-
ues are found to show a surprisingly simple relationship with
the experimentally determinedl(loss) values. It is also
found that thel(loss) is strongly correlated with the mini-
mum ionization energy required to produceq→k charge
states. These findings lead us to discuss electron capture col-
lisions, and some important characteristics such as initial-

charge dependency and the capture radius are reasonably de-
rived.

Furthermore, a brief discussion is given for the internal
excitation energy and the degree of multiple ionization using
the electronic energy deposition. The multifragmentation ob-
served in violent collisions accompanying largeEqk is suc-
cessfully accounted for with these estimated quantities. On
the other hand, it appears that the estimatedEqk seems to be
too small for low-Eqk collisions. It is concluded that system-
atic research is desirable to determine important physical
quantities such as the partition rates of the total energy depo-
sition and molecular effects in collisions.
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